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Thank you for joining our session today on Improving the Quality of CTE
Programming Using Data Analytics: A Continuous Improvement Model
Be sure to scan the QR Code on the lower right corner to access resources.
You can also access the same resources using this link: https://rb.gy/mrrbyt
The recorded- condensed version in the event of technical difficulties during
the live presentation:
This condensed version is offered as a backup in the event of technical
difficulties during our live presentation. The slides to accompany the full
presentation along with notes will be available in the resource folder.
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I’m Christina Kerns and I just completed my eighth year at Penta Career Center
as the Curriculum & Instruction Supervisor.
Hello this Nicole Costello and I teach Juniors and Seniors in high school and I
am finishing my 13th year of teaching
I’m Jeff Miller and I just finished my sixth year of teaching here at Penta Career
Center I teach Juniors and Seniors in a two year program
Good afternoon everyone, my name is Jennifer Rigali I also teach juniors and
seniors at the high school level, I have been teaching for 7 years
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Jerry Gladieux

Tonya Kessinger

CT Satellite Supervisor

Health, Business, IT, Arts &
Communications Supervisor

We'll have two guest speakers later in the presentation. Jerry Gladieux, our CT
Satellite Supervisor, and Tonya Kessinger, our Health, Business, IT, Arts &
Communications Supervisor.
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We have a lot of student data available, but how do we...
●

determine the validity of the data;

●

store the data;

●

manage the data;

●

analyze the data to improve CTE programming?

This session will share:
●

a step-by-step process that Penta Career Center uses to collect, organize and analyze
valid and reliable student assessment data to improve CTE program performance;

●

implementation strategies used by several CTE teachers;

●

program improvement testimonials provided by CTE teachers;

●

CTE supervisor testimonials of how data is analyzed to monitor program effectiveness;

●

the curriculum department’s role in impacting schoolwide effectiveness.

So let’s go over the session expectations:
See slide
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High Schools That Work Key Practices
High Expectations ✅

Teacher Collaboration ✅

Help teachers embrace school and classroom practices that elevate learning,
promote a growth mindset and ensure each student has access to intellectually
demanding course work and resources.

Provide teacher teams with the training, time and support they need to improve
instruction, align lessons with standards, create interdisciplinary assignments
and develop innovative instructional practices.

Programs of Study

Work-Based Learning

Integrated Curriculum

Guidance and Advisement

Access and Equity

Interventions and Enrichments

Student Engagement ✅

Culture of Continuous Improvement ✅

Use research-based instructional strategies and innovative technology
practices to actively engage each student.

Engage the whole school community in continuously analyzing data to identify
problems of practice, devise action plans for solving those problems and
monitoring student learning outcomes.
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This workshop sessions touches on the following HSTW Key Practices:
High Expectations
Student Engagement
Teacher Collaboration
Culture of Continuous Improvement

2018 James E. Bottoms Pacesetter School Award

Awarded based on our Professional Development Model

We are two-time recipients of the James E. Bottoms Pacesetter School
Award.
In 2018, we received the award based on our Professional Development
model.
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2020 James E. Bottoms Pacesetter School Award

Awarded based on our Assessment Literacy School Improvement Model

In 2020 we received the James E. Bottoms Pacesetter Award based on our
Assessment Literacy School Improvement model, and we just concluded
year 6 of our Assessment Literacy initiative.
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About Penta Career Center...
●
●
●
●

Suburban career-technical center located in northwest Ohio serving students from 16 school districts in
ﬁve counties
Joined the HSTW network in 2003
Operate on a block schedule with Monday’s devoted to Work-Based Learning training
Current Offerings:
○
○
○
○

Six Sophomore Exploratory programs
Eight Level-One career-technical programs
26 on-campus career-technical programs for juniors and seniors
Two senior-only credentialing programs
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See slide

About Penta Career Center...
●

●
●

On-campus enrollment-1,485 students in grades 10 through 12 (one or more days in a course)
○
American Indian/Alaskan Native-0.1%
○
Asian-0.2%
○
Black-3.4%
○
Hispanic-10.6%
○
Multiracial-6.2%
○
White-79.5%
Economic Disadvantagement-41.4%
Students with special needs (IEP and 504 Plans)-40%
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See slide

Some Background
Information Leading
to the Use of Data
Analytics
10

See Slide

Rationale for Change...
● Our students were performing well on the teacher-created
end-of-course assessments used to capture student growth,
however, our students weren’t performing well on the state tested
end-of-course exams (WebXams). We knew that the two different
assessments could not have been aligned at the same level of rigor.
● Nurture career-ready students versus job-ready students
● Gauge teacher effectiveness
● Increase our CT report card ratings
● Earn compliance status on our CTE Program Reviews
11

During the 13-14 school year and the 14-15 school year, our state required
teacher evaluation system caused us to examine the assessments our
teachers used to gauge student growth. This two year process helped us
realize we had a rigor problem.
●
Our students were performing well on the teacher-created
end-of-course assessments used to capture student growth, however,
our students weren’t performing well on the state tested
end-of-course exams (WebXams). We knew that the two different
assessments could not have been aligned at the same level of rigor.
●
We wanted to nurture career-ready, critical thinkers versus job-ready
students.
●
We needed a trusted method to gauge teacher effectiveness
●
We wanted to increase our CT report card ratings
●
We wanted to earn compliance status on our CTE Program Reviews

Gauging Rigor

A photo taken from Summer 2015 when the administrative team engaged in
the initial Assessment Literacy Training (train-the-trainer model)

We measured the levels of
rigor using tools such as:
●
●
●
●

Critical Thinking for Life Wheel
Hess’ Cognitive Rigor Matrix
Levels of Thinking
Depth of Knowledge Thinking Cap
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So what did we do?
To build consistency in how we gauged rigor, our entire administrative and
teaching staff went through intensive Assessment Literacy training. I won’t
go through all of the details, but we did spend some significant time
working with various resources and tools to help us measure the levels of
rigor. For example, we purchased everyone a Critical Thinking for Life
Wheel. It has the Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy on one side and the Depth of
Knowledge (DOK) Levels on the other side. We also focused a great deal of
training around the use of the Hess’ Cognitive Rigor Matrix. These tools
were used to help construct assessment items and activities at specific
Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy Levels and DOK Levels.

Penta Career Center’s Assessment Literacy Initiative-Years 1 through 6
Using a “Train the Trainer” Model, CTE Administrators led the teachers through the following:
Years 1 and 2
●
Determine the Depth of Knowledge (DOK) Levels of the course standards
Prep years geared towards
collecting and capturing valid and
●
Create rigorous assessment items aligned to the DOK Levels of the course standards
reliable data
●
Incorporate stretch when creating assessment items so all students may demonstrate growth
●
Align instruction, student learning, and student assessment to the DOK Levels of the course standards
●
Create assessment maps
Years 3 and 4
●
Implement the rigorous assessment items that were created
●
Reﬂect on the implementation and effectiveness of the assessment items
Focused on the collection and
●
Reﬁne assessment items aligned to the DOK Levels of the standards
introductory analysis of valid and
reliable data
●
Introduce Data Analytics: Spend signiﬁcant time analyzing WebXam test data
●
Implement a structure for Student Data Tracking, both individual and whole class data tracking
●
Rethink lesson design: Create and implement detailed lesson plans for three signiﬁcant deﬁcient course standards
Year 5 and 6
●
Create and implement a “Success Plan” that includes the use of data analytics to move programs to the next level (identify a vision
for improvement; identify strengths, weaknesses, and areas for improvement; create measurable objectives; plan and implement
strategies and activities; identify needed resources, supports, tools, etc.; identify data points that will be used to monitor progress;
construct a timeline for achieving results; and reﬂect often on progress)
Deep dive into the management
●
Dive deep into Data Analytics: Root cause analysis, CT Data Dashboards, WebXam Outcome
and analysis of data
Reports, WebXam Blueprints, Gap Closing Analysis
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●
Continue with the implementation of Student Data Tracking, both individual and whole class data tracking

Here’s an overview of what our six year’s of Assessment Literacy training
entailed. I won’t take the time to read through each one, but please know
that for Penta Career Center, we couldn’t be where we are today with the use
of Data Analytics without all of the prior stages of Years 1 through 4. It was
an investment of time on our part that has truly paid off. I’ll share some data
with you towards the end of the presentation to show how impactful our
initiative has been.

Basically, Years 1 and 2 were the prep years geared towards collecting and
capturing valid and reliable data.
Then Years 3 and 4 focused on the collection and introductory analysis of
valid and reliable data.
Finally, Years 5 and 6 were spent deep diving into the management and
analysis of data.

Valid and Reliable Data
Questions:
1. What sources were available to us
when we started our initiative in
2015-2016?
2. Were the sources valid and reliable?
3. What steps were taken to make
department-created and
teacher-created assessments more
valid and reliable?
4. Will we need to revisit the work we did
in Years 1 and 2 of Assessment
Literacy?

What we decided to use as the primary data sources:
Academic Teachers
● State end-of-course assessments-V/R
● Department created assessments
● Teacher created formative and summative
assessments
CT Teachers
● State end-of-course CT assessments:
WebXams (testing was available, but there
wasn’t a structured process to capture
growth, only performance)-V/R
● Industry Credentialing Exams-V/R
● Teacher created formative and summative
assessments
● Job site records
● Work-Based Learning
● Teacher created formative and summative
assessments
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We spent a great deal of time examining our available data to determine
which ones were valid and reliable and also training our teachers how to
create valid and reliable assessments.

Academic Teachers
●
State end-of-course assessments-HQSD
●
Department created assessments
●
Teacher created formative and summative assessments

Valid and Reliable Data
What will we do for teachers that don’t have
any High-Quality Student Data (HQSD)
sources?

CT Teachers
●
State end-of-course CT assessments: WebXams-HQSD
●
Industry Credentialing Exams-HQSD
●
Work-based learning
●
Job site records
●
Teacher created formative and summative assessments

Determine the DOK Levels
of the standards

Revert back to the training we did in years 1
and 2 of Assessment Literacy to make sure
teachers submit quality assessments that
provide more validity and reliability of data.

Align instruction, student
learning, and student
assessments to the
DOK Levels of the course
standards

Assessment
Literacy
Years 1 and 2

Create rigorous assessment
items aligned to the DOK Levels
of the course standards

Incorporate stretch items
so all students may
demonstrate growth
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Next year we are required to use a new teacher evaluation system that
requires the use of High-Quality Student Data sources. Since all of our
academic teachers don’t have HQSD, we will need to provide a refresher
course on Years 1 and 2 of our Assessment Literacy initiative as you see in
the cycle on the right:
●
●
●
●

Determine the Depth of Knowledge (DOK) Levels of the course
standards
Create rigorous assessment items aligned to the DOK Levels of the
course standards
Incorporate stretch when creating assessment items so all students
may demonstrate growth
Align instruction, student learning, and student assessment to the
DOK Levels of the course standards

We are fortunate that all of our CT Teachers have state end-of-course exams
(WebXams) and Industry Credentialing Exams to use as HQSD sources.

Small
Animal
Care
Program
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If you are interested in more information about our Small Animal Care
Program, click here to view our program video.

Nicole Costello

Small Animal Care Program Teacher
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Hello, my name is Nicole and I am going to talk to you today about 4
strategies that I use in the classroom to maintain quality programming. I
am always changing things up so I can constantly improve my CTE program,
but these 4 strategies are a constant every year.

PBL
Project Based Learning
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One of the things I focus on is having my students work on is Project Based
Learning. At one time, I thought I was giving projects but found out I was
just giving busy work after attending PBL workshops. I love PBL because of
the 7 elements that go into the project, but I especially like 2 of them. 1 - is
Voice and Choice. The teacher has an essential question and then the
student(s) can run off and design their project. And it is great because all
the projects can look different based on the students choice. 2- is Critique
and Revision. So many teachers teach a benchmark, pass out some
handouts, and give a final assessment. Some students will pass, some will
fail, but the result is the same. The teacher moves on to the next benchmark
to instruct. With critique and revision, it gives the students the opportunity
to critique one another so they can go back and revise their project. But you
have to remember that giving and receiving feedback is not an innate ability
that students have. So I found out in my class, I can’t just start with a PBL
project. The students fight me every step of the way. Most of them have
been spoon fed most of their lives and they want you to just give them the
answers. They are not use to driving the lesson. Some of them look at me
and say, “Just tell me what I have to do to get an A?” So I did a ton of googling
to find a way for my students to develop leadership skills and become
confident speakers.

Spiderweb Discussions
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With a ton of searching, I found out about Spiderweb discussions. If you do
not know what they are, the students sit around in a circle so they are all
facing one another. Then the teacher assigns them an essential question,
and then steps out of the conversation because they should be having
student-led discussions. As you can see from my first spiderweb discussion,
it does not look like a web that a spider built. Some students never spoke,
some dominated the conversation and I have notes on the ones that were
distracted. These discussions are done every week because it is a class
culture. It is not a one and done lesson. With a lot of searching, I
accidentally found this book “The Best Class you Never Taught” by Alexis
Wiggins. I LOVE this book. It is not very big, but they give you a suggested
video of how to get the students communicating, suggested topics, group
rubrics, etc. This a group grade, so they hold each other accountable.
Especially when some students are more quiet, the more outgoing students
encourage the more shy students.

Implementation
Strategies

A copy of an
assessment map
template is in the
resource link
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Another tool I use for myself is a Project Assessment Map. This map 1)
Keeps me on track (so I do not go off on tangents) 2) Make sure the students
are learning what they are supposed to 3) Track my associated Depth of
Knowledge or DOK Levels. So I start with a Final Product and then break
that down into smaller categories where I break them up into smaller
categories before giving them their final formal assessment. So you go
backwards in your thinking. You start with the “End Product or Final
Product” and break it down into smaller sections.

Program Improvement Testimonial
Student Data Tracking
●
●
●

Manage Data
Track and Analyze
Students
Evaluate Myself

A copy of the student
data tracking excel
template is in the
resource link
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The next thing I do is manage and analyze my classroom data. I built this
excel spreadsheet to not only track and analyze students but it also
evaluates myself. All you have to do is plug in how many points your
assessment is out of and what benchmark you want the students to meet.
My boss told me that I can put 70% as the benchmark, but I like to push
myself so I always put 80%. Green means that the students met the
benchmark and red means they did not. As you can see in the first colored
column, I earned an 1. In the state of Ohio, the way the state rates teacher is
through a 1-5 system. 5 is the Most Effective teacher and a 1 is the Least
Effective teacher. So, when I earned a 1, I was a little miffed at the students.
I told myself that they did not study and they did not take the test seriously.
I thought about it and decided that it had to be my fault because even my
good students did not do very good. That I was not able to get the
information from my brain into theirs. So, I re-taught the lesson,
differentiated, made if more hands-on and assessed them again. If you look
at the 2nd colored column, their is a ton more green and I earned a 4. I was
happy with that, so I moved on to the next benchmark.

Recap what I use for my classroom success
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So that is my section of the presentation. To recap, I went over the 4
strategies that I use to keep a successful CTE program. I spoke about the
four in general, so you can use them in any order. But I put a red box around
the two, because I do feel that your students should be good at student-led
discussions before they can give you a really good PBL project. Thank you!

Jennifer Rigali

Small Animal Care Program Teacher
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Hello, my name is Jennifer Rigali.
I will discuss some strategies I have found helpful to me and how I use them
to assess student learning before, during, and after instruction.

Assessments
What they know before
learning and where are they
after…..
Pre-assessments and Postassessments

v

*Aligned to standards and
NAVTA (industry credential)
*Can prepare my instruction
according to results
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Assessments (formative & summative) are classic strategies that have been
used in the classroom for eternity. Early on in my teaching career I used
summative assessments at the end of a lesson/unit to check for
understanding. Quickly though I began seeing results all over the spectrum,
which is not that unusual considering students learn differently, but how
was this helpful to me, and how could I use the information to improve my
instruction and meet all levels of learning.
After a few years of struggling with this, I began using pre-assessments to
get an idea of how much my students already knew or didn’t know about the
subject we were going to start. This was helpful because I could prepare my
instruction to better fit my students needs.
The resource example I have here is called “EasyTestmaker”, this online
testing platform allows me to see which students got what wrong, which
helps me determine a starting point for instruction.
The post-assessment not only analyzes student knowledge but it gives me
the opportunity to evaluate whether the lesson needs improvement. Do I
need to change my instruction to improve results and how am I going to do
that?

Assessments
What do they know before
learning and where are they
after…..
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The information for this spreadsheet was taken from “EasyTestmaker” I put
the pre-assessment scores and post-assessment data side by side to see the
overall outcome. In this lesson everyone improved their scores, but how did
I use the pre-test data to prepare my instruction?
I like to start at looking at my highest and lowest score, in this situation the
lowest score was 23% and my highest score 67% (average 42%). Neither
are passing but there is still a large gap between the prior student
knowledge.
With that in consideration I then look at what area of the lesson did the
majority answer incorrectly and correctly, and the previous slide shows me
that. This particular lesson has a lot of hands on learning and practicing of
the skills, so having prior knowledge of what students know gives me that
advantage of who I can partner up or which students need more of my one
on one.
Post-test results gives me insight on what students have learned and if a
particular area is weak across the board. If I notice all or majority of
students missed the same question, I re-evaluate my methods with the
intention to improve my techniques for better outcomes.

Program Improvement Testimonial
Google Form
Students evaluate themselves (1-4) on the skills
they learned and practiced during the unit.
They are given an opportunity to practice
anything they are not proﬁcient in or feel they
are not proﬁcient in before the ﬁnal assessment.
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So I have discussed a tool for assessing student prior knowledge and
learning, and how I can improve my teaching methods.
Another resource I like to use is “Google Forms”, this is great tool for student
reflection and an opportunity to hone in on those skills they may still be
unsure of or just not understanding.
I use a linear scale usually 1-4, 1 being “No understanding of the objective,
possible misconceptions” and 4 “Complete understanding of the objective”. I
then give the students the opportunity to practice the skill or arrange
additional instruction with me to get them to that 3-4 range.

Industry
Credentials

What are Industry-Recognized
Credentials, and why are they important?
What:
An industry-recognized credential is a veriﬁcation of an
individual’s qualiﬁcation or competence, knowledge and
skill
They can take many forms, including certiﬁcations,
certiﬁcates, licenses, or designation

National Association of Veterinary Technicians
in American - Approved Veterinary Assistant
Elanco Fundamentals of Animal Science
Certiﬁcation
Elanco Veterinary Medical Applications
Certiﬁcation

Why:
Helps students meet graduation requirements
Allows students to learn about a particular skill set or job
and demonstrate mastery of skills
Students participate in and learn workplace expectations
and professional skills needed for employment
Provides an opportunity to earn a livable wage while
pursuing additional education
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Currently the program has 3 main industry credentials that our students
can earn. Fortunately I have been able to successfully align state standards
and the industry credentials (NAVTA & Medical Applications), into my
instruction. Why do we take advantage of industry credentials? As stated
above it can help credit deficient students graduate, while giving them an
opportunity to show mastery of a skill set required by that particular
industry. If our students achieve all 3 credentials while attending our
program they can earn 24 points.

National Association of Veterinary Technicians in American Approved Veterinary Assistant
Web exams
Safety training rotations - Mrs.R-grooming and day-school safety and protocols
Safety training rotations - Mrs.C-basic training
Safety training rotations - Ms.K-animal behavior
Vet. facility Safety
Tuesday 9/3
Vet.Assisting Skills
I.C.4 Demonstrate knowledge of basic sanitation and disinfection techniques of
animal kennels and bedding, examination rooms, hospital facilities, and
surgical suites.
III.A.1 Recognize legal issues involving all drugs (controlled and non-controlled)
in the workplace.
III.B.2 Store, safely handle, and dispose of biological and therapeutic agents,
pesticides, and hazardous waste.
V.A.2 Utilize patient & personnel safety measures.
V.A.3 Identify potential Zoonotic diseases.
V.A.4 Describe isolation procedures.
V.A.5 Describe hazardous waste disposal.
V.A.6 Describe basic sanitation as associated with animal handling and clinical
care.
V.A.6.a Clean and disinfect cages and kennels (stalls optional).
V.A.7 Be familiar with OSHA standards.
V.A.1 Demonstrate knowledge of basic normal and abnormal animal behavior.

Tuesday 9/3
Outcomes & Competencies
Outcome: 1.12. Site and Personal Safety Procedures
Follow site and personal safety procedures in speciﬁc situations with
specialized tools and equipment, evaluate the situation and take corrective
action.
Competencies
1.12.6. Identify procedures for the handling, storage and disposal of hazardous
materials.
1.12.7. Select, use, store, maintain and dispose of personal protective equipment
(PPE), appropriate to job tasks, conditions and materials.
1.12.9. Identify, inspect and use safety equipment appropriate for the task.
1.12.17. Identify symptoms of exposure to health-threatening environments (e.g.,
temperature; chemical noise, vibration, harshness [NVH] hazards).
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This is an example of lesson plans I have created aligning state standards
with NAVTA Vet. Assisting Skills.

Review Of My Resources and Discussion
Assessments - Pre- and post-assessments using “EasyTestmaker”
●
●
●

Helps with instruction
Prior knowledge
Program improvement

Google Forms - Student reﬂection and teacher evaluation while improving the program
●

Improve student performance by self evaluation, and opportunity to practice objectives and/or skills

Industry Credentials - A veriﬁcation of an individual’s qualiﬁcation or competence, knowledge and skill
●
●
●
●

Helps students meet graduation requirements
Allows students to learn about a particular skill set or job and demonstrate mastery of skills
Students participate in and learn workplace expectations and professional skills needed for employment
Provides an opportunity to earn a livable wage while pursuing additional education
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See Slide

Jeff Miller

Heating & Air Conditioning Technology
Program Teacher
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Please scan the QR Code to view my program video.

Heating & Air
Conditioning
Technology
Program
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Productivity
Heating and Air Conditioning
Technology
Weekly Student Report

● Goal: Put the students in
charge of their own learning
● Students track their daily
progress in the HVAC lab
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The goal of the Heating and Air Conditioning Technology classroom
management strategy is to put the students in charge of their own learning.
●
Employers want to hire and employ people that are self-starters and
self-motivated.
●
The students’ future learning, as the progress in their career, will not
be differentiated and they will need to adapt to the training style of
the person or organization that is doing the training.
The students track their daily accomplishments and do a self-assessment
based on the rubric at the bottom of the weekly student report as follows:
●
Safety is based on safety glass reminders, tool usage, and horsing
around
●
Focus is based on how many times the teacher needs to re-direct or
repeat instructions
●
Learning is based on the student’s ability to grasp the material with
minimal assistance
●
Progress is based on the student’s work completed as compared to
their peers
●
Attitude is based on the student’s self-motivation, response to
teacher prompts, and quality peer interactions

Accountability
Students track the
competencies they worked on
and do a self-assessment of
their progress
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The students then track their weekly progress of competencies and jobs
they worked on and do a self-assessment of their progress.

Implementation
Strategies

Students

Data Tracking is important.
The data is used to ensure that
all students stay on track.
Students

Students
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I input the data into a spreadsheet so that I can analyze and assess the data
at a glance.
●
In what areas are my students doing well?
●
What areas need improvement?

Work-Based Learning
Click here to access
this document

Students report their Work-Based Learning
hours and information through a Google
Form that gets recorded in the CT Teacher
Dashboards.
CT Teachers can also enter the students’
Work-Based Learning hours in the CT
Teacher Dashboards.
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At the end of the week all students input their data for Ohio Work-Based
Learning credit.

Project Based Learning

Construct a Solar Hot Water Heater

Student partners:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Design a solar hot
water heater
Budget for the
project
Order materials
Construct the solar
hot water heater
Test the heater
Assess, alter, then
reassess their work
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Project Based Learning prepares students for learning during their
on-the-job training in the HVAC field.

EPA Section 608 Industry Credential
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Add info here about your follow up calls, employer feedback about your
program, etc.
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Section 608 of the Federal Clean Air Act requires that all persons who
maintain, service, repair or dispose of appliances that contain ozone
depleting refrigerants be certified in proper refrigerant handling
techniques.
All HVACR technicians must become certified for the equipment they work
on, under the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA), refrigerant
recovery and recycling program.
In order to become certified you must pass a test or series of tests,
consisting of multiple choice questions.
The certifications and sections to the test are as follows:
●
Core Section. Information that applies to all certification types.
●
Certification Class I. Small appliances under 5 pounds of refrigerant.
●
Certification Class II. High Pressure. HVAC-R units over 5 pounds.
●
Certification Class III. Low Pressure units including Centrifugal
chillers.
●
Certification Universal. All three, Type I, Type II, and Type III.
Most residential and small commercial HVAC-R technicians need to be “Class
II Certified” Everyone must pass the core test (25 questions) and one to 3 of
the other sections. If you take and pass all four sections you become
universal certified.
A 70% passing rate is required.

WebXam Results

100% of second year students and 65% of ﬁrst year students passed proﬁcient in DE
Pathway-Mechanical, Electrical, Plumbing (27MC) State of Ohio

See Slide
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Best Practices for Success
●
●
●
●
●

Put students in charge of their own learning (student autonomy)
Develop systems to track and promote student autonomy
Provide a structure for students to track their own learning
These experiences enable students to strive for excellence
Employers want to hire these students
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See Slide

Jerry Gladieux and Tonya Kessinger
CTE Supervisors Testimonials
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Now we have some CTE supervisor testimonials of how data is analyzed to
monitor program effectiveness;

This video
references
slides 40-44
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This video will reference slides 40-44

WebXam performance by pathway
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Meaningful conversations with CTE teachers
Consistent professional development analyzing WebXam data by pathway

WebXam performance by course
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And then breaking each pathway down to each individual course-as you can
see the outcomes listed

WebXam performance by outcome
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Then being able to open up an outcome and see how each individual student
performed
By doing this, teachers can tailor their instruction and be able to develop
interventions based on student deficiencies

Corrective action plan example 1
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Taking data analysis one step further, we needed to create corrective action
plans for one of programs due to non-compliance 3 years in a row.
The instructors and myself worked together to create goals to increase
overall student achievement in WebXam testing and Industry Recognized
Credential attainment as you can see in these next two examples
In this example we went from 30% of students passing WebXam to 88% of
students passing (our goal was 70%)

Corrective action plan example 2
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Using data analysis we were able to create smart goals and create action
steps and be able to monitor data over the course of 3 years
In this example we had 5% of students attaining a 6pt or more industry
credential to 39%. Our goal was 30% (greatest factor for this one was
access to the credential-which became one of our steps to achieve the goal)
As you can see we met our goal and therefore became compliant

Using data to monitor who is on track to be a
concentrator
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Satellite programs at comprehensive high schools

What gets measured gets changed...
As you just heard from the CT teachers...

Tracking the data along the way beneﬁts teachers in several ways:
●
●
●

informs whether or not their instructional strategies are effective
energizes them when they see progress
nurtures a growth mindset

As you just heard from the CT supervisors...

Tracking student performance also beneﬁts administrators:
●

gives them the opportunity to notice any problems immediately to help
teachers change course (literally)
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See Slide

Storing, Managing, and
Analyzing Data
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Some significant responsibilities the Curriculum Department has in
schoolwide effectiveness includes:
●
Providing professional development to the administrative and
teaching staff equipping them with the needed skills and best
practices (slides 12-13 referencing Years 1 through 6 of our
Assessment Literacy initiative)
●
Making sure that everyone is using valid and reliable data (slides
14-15)
●
Creating a formalized data collection model to accurately collect,
store, manage, and analyze data (slides 50-58)
●
Analyzing data to monitor program and teacher effectiveness (slides
50-58)
So let’s transition to how we store, manage and analyze data

Formalized Data Collection Model-CT Teacher Dashboard

●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Click Here for a Sample
Penta CT Teacher
Dashboard. Your school can
build one using our
example.

●
●
●
●
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Home Page
Approved CT Program
Courses
Cost-Free College Credit
Opportunities
○
Articulations
○
CTAGs
○
CCP
WebXam Tracking
Gap Closing Info
WebXam Course Analysis
Success Plan
Program Report Card
Pathway Report Card
Industry Credentials
Credential Tracking
Work-Based Learning
Hours Tracking
Post Program Placement
Advisory Committee Info
Teacher Evaluation
Concentrator Tracking
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Dashboard
Tabs

As part of the Year 5 and Year 6 Assessment Literacy Initiative, we created
and implemented CT Data Dashboards and Supervisor Dashboards in
Google Sheets. We needed a formalized data collection model to
systematically collect, store, manage, and analyze data. Each CT Teacher’s
Dashboard has approximately 20+ tabs to manage different data sets and
program information items-look at the red arrows. The smaller red arrow at
the bottom shows you where the tabs are located when you open the
dashboard, and the larger red arrow at the top shows a comprehensive list
of tabs. I didn’t list all of the tabs that we have, but listed the ones that will
make the most sense to you. I’ll share screen shots of some of the tabs in the
next slides, but this home page serves as a one-stop shop for teachers.
As an added bonus, I included a sample template if you would like to create
one for yourself. Click on the red box below the CLICK HERE icon.
For the recorded-condensed version, be sure to reference the notes for
slides 51-58, as the slides provide a better depth of what some of the tabs
entail, as well as provide a means for how we store, manage, and analyze
student assessment data.

Tracking Student Performance...
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Here’s a view of our the Small Animal Care Program’s WebXam
tracking...that’s our state end-of-course CT assessments. Teachers can easily
see who is a concentrator, who’s passed the pathway and who hasn’t and
which courses the students are deficient in.
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Here’s a view of their Pathway Report Card...this shows how all of the
students performed in the Animal Science Pathway. Although the data
shows that the scores are improving, I want to dig deeper into the data to
find out how the students are performing for each individual teacher.
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Here’s a view of the Program Report Card Data disaggregated by Program
Teacher.This one is Nicole’s. You can’t see it here, but I started linking the
individual students that are connected to the specific data on this chart. The
teachers can click on the little black triangle inside the red highlighted cell
to see who the 17 students were. To do that, I simply INSERTED A NOTE.
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Here’s a view of the Jennifer’s Program Report Card Data.

Tracking Student Performance...
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Here’s a view of our the Heating & Air Conditioning Program’s WebXam
tracking. Jeff can easily see who is a concentrator, who’s passed the pathway
and who hasn’t and which courses the students are deficient in.
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Here’s a view of Jeff’s Pathway Report Card, but it also includes data linked
to the Construction Electricity Program.
Although the data shows that the scores are improving, I want to dig deeper
into the data to find out how the students are performing for each
individual teacher in the two programs.
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Here’s a view of Jeff’s Program Report Card Data.

Tracking Student Success...
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Another feature of the dashboard is the follow-up survey. This is a
screenshot of Jeff’s survey data. We use this to track whether students are
employed in the field of study or not. This is especially important for us to
know that we are effective in our WBL experiences.

Does it work?
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So you may be thinking, this sounds like a lot of work. How do you know it’s
working?
Well, let’s take a look.
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Here’s the evidence of the effectiveness of our work. This is so exciting!
This table showcases our performance related to the CTE Quality Program
Review Compliance Data for our on-campus programs and pathways for
each year we’ve engaged in our Assessment Literacy initiative.
Although we are seeing improvements in the percent of concentrators
passing their WebXams and the percent of compliant pathways for these
specific data sets, the mean score or average doesn’t really tell us a lot about
how the programs are shifting toward the continuum, or the variability or
dispersion of data. To dig deeper in our data we’ve constructed Box and
Whisker Plots to visualize our shifts, while identifying areas of strengths
and deficiencies.

Year 5 data set is set to release November 1, 2021

Pay
attention to
the change
in the size
and the
movement
of the
purple
boxes

70% is the
standard for
compliance

This is even more exciting!
I tracked the Technical Skill Attainment of every student by CT program
teacher. This analysis covers four years of data from the 2015-16 school
year through the 2018-19 school year. Please note that the data associated
with the 2019-20 school year will not be released until November 1, 2021.
The anticipated data will not be available until July 2021.
In this comparative data, I would like to point out several things:
●
Notice the median scores in pink: The median program percent
passing increased from 65.2% to 88.9%, that means that in the
2015-16 school year, half of the CT program’s percent of students
passing was below 65.2% and the other half was above 65.2% and by
2018-19 school year, half of the CT program’s percent of students
passing was below 88.9% and the other half was above 88.9%.
●
Notice the compliance scores in green: Percent of teachers compliant
grew from 45.95% in 15-16 to 67.57% in 18-19.
●
Notice the movement of the top 50% of the teachers in blue: In
2015-16 the top 50% scored between 65.2% and 100%. By 2018-19
that percentage grew to scores between 88.9% and 100%. So half of
the teachers had 88.9% to 100% of their students passing the
WebXams.
●
Notice the percentage of teachers who had 100% of their students
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●

●

passing the WebXams in yellow. This is where we want all teachers to
be. It grew from 13.5% yo 32.43%, so roughly a ⅓ of our teachers
have all of their students passing the state WebXams.
Finally, notice the change in the size and the movement of the purple
boxes. What do you think that means?

By the way, look at the top box plot and the red dots inside the dotted shape.
Each dot represents a CT program teacher falling way behind performance
expectations. Their respective CT Supervisors are working closely with
them on their individual needs to improve student performance. The work
with some of these teachers was referenced by the two CT Supervisors in
the video just a bit ago.
Similarly, I created comparative box plots for our satellite programs and by
CT Supervisor clusters. Each supervisor has their own program data
analysis.
Well, I’m very excited to dive deep into the 2019-2020 data this summer to
see how much more we’ve improved. Our goal, of course, is for each teacher
to have 100% of their students pass the WebXams.
I also have more evidence to show that it is working. Reference back to
slides 52-54 and 56-58. These slides showcase the CT teachers (Nicole,
Jennifer and Jeff) growth and/or consistency along the way.

●

●

●

The importance of
data collection and
its use
Ways to provide
valid and reliable
data on all students
A formalized data
collection model for
program
improvement
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A few years back, the Association for Career and Technical Education (ACTE)
asked me to create a micro-webinar on Data and Program Improvement for
their High-Quality CTE Tools. If you are interested in finding out more about
the importance of data collection and its use, ways to provide valid and
reliable data, and a formalized data collection model for program
improvement, this micro-webinar might be of interest to you.

Penta’s Step-by-step
Process
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Now let’s transition to our step-by-step process at Penta

Things to consider if you are starting from scratch...
What data’s available in
your school/career
center? i.e.,
End-of-course
assessments, Reading
test levels, etc.

How will you determine
the validity of available
data?

How will you store the
data?

Who will manage the
data?

What professional
development will be
provided to admin and
teachers?

What will be your
“checks and balances”
system?

We provided the
following professional
development:
●Assessment
Literacy-currently in
year 6
●Data Analytics

Our “checks and
balances” is the state’s
CTE Quality Program
Review Pathway Report
Card monitoring system

Consider each person’s
role in the process:
HS Director, Curriculum
Ofﬁce, EMIS, CT
Supervisor, CT Teacher,
etc. Communicate the
expectations.

Set short-term and
long-term goals
associated with
school-wide CT Program
Improvement.

Penta Career Center’s plan...
We examined all of the
available data in our
school: state-tested,
department created,
teacher created, etc.

Even though we had
valid data sources for
our CT teachers, we still
trained them
extensively in the
creation of valid
assessments.

We determined the
following to be valid data
for our CT Programs:
● State end-of-course
assessments
● Industry credentialing
exams
● Work-based learning

We created CT Teacher
Dashboards and a
Supervisor Dashboard to
store the data.

EMIS: Manages the
WebXam Data
Curriculum Ofﬁce:
Updates WebXam Data
CT Teachers: Manages
the Industry Credential
Data and Work-based
Learning Data

Curriculum Oﬃce: Built the
dashboards to store the
We set two-year and
data; EMIS: Reports the
three-year goals
data to the state; CT
associated with
Supervisors: analyze data;
school-wide CT Program
CT Teachers: analyze data,
Improvement.
submits data, exports data,
conﬁrms data

The state measures us on the
following indicators:
●Technical Skill Attainment (TSA)
●Participation Rate (PR)*
●Post-Program Placement (PPP)
*The November 2021 released
data will replace PR with
Work-based Learning (WBL)
●Technical Skill Attainment (TSA)
●Work-based Learning (WBL)
●Post-Program Placement (PPP)

If you are starting from scratch, then consider the following:
1.
What data’s available in your school/career center? We examined all
of the available data in our school: state-tested, department created,
teacher created, etc.
2.
How will you determine the validity of the available data? Even
though we had valid data sources for our CT teachers, we still trained
them extensively in the creation of valid assessments. Be sure to
reference slides 10-15 for the details.
3.
How will you store the data? We created CT Teacher Dashboards and
a Supervisor Dashboard to store the data. Reference slides 49-58
4.
Who will manage the data? For example:
EMIS: Manages the WebXam Data
Curriculum Office: Updates WebXam Data
CT Teachers: Manages the Industry Credential Data and
Work-based Learning Data
5.
What professional development will be provided to the
administrative and teaching staff? We provided the following
professional development: Assessment Literacy-currently in year 6
and Data Analytics. Reference slide 13.
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1.

2.

3.

What will be your “checks and balances” system? Our “checks and
balances” is the state’s CTE Quality Program Review Pathway Report
Card monitoring system
Consider everyone’s role in the process: HS Principal/Director,
Curriculum Office, EMIS (state reporting), CT Supervisors, Teachers,
etc. Communicate the expectations. For example:
Curriculum Office: Built the dashboards to store the data;
EMIS: Reports the data to the state;
CT Supervisors: analyze data;
CT Teachers: analyze data, submits data, exports data,
confirms data
Set short-term and long-term goals associated with your school-wide
program improvement process. We set two-year and three-year goals
associated with school-wide CT Program Improvement.

!
T
E

We have a lot of student data available, but how do we...
●

✅ determine the validity of the data;

●

✅ store the data;

●

✅ manage the data;

●

✅ analyze the data to improve CTE programming?

M

This session will share:
●

✅ a step-by-step process that Penta Career Center uses to collect, organize and analyze valid
and reliable student assessment data to improve CTE program performance;

●

✅ implementation strategies used by several CTE teachers;

●

✅ program improvement testimonials provided by CTE teachers;

●

✅ CTE supervisor testimonials of how data is analyzed to monitor program effectiveness;

●

✅ the curriculum department’s role in impacting schoolwide effectiveness.
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Before we end the session, I want to verify that we met our session
expectations.
We provided a step-by-step process that Penta uses to collect, organize and
analyze valid and reliable student assessment data to improve CTE program
performance.
Our three teachers shared their implementation strategies and program
improvement testimonials.
Two of our CTE supervisors provided testimonials of how data is analyzed
to monitor program effectiveness;
Finally, I shared the curriculum department’s role in impacting schoolwide
effectiveness.

We Want to Hear
from You

1.

2.

3.

What ideas/suggestions do you
have to locate, manage, and store
data?
What ideas do you have
regarding the analysis of valid
and reliable data?
What barriers do you anticipate
you’ll run into regarding the data
analytics process?
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See slide

Christina Kerns, Curriculum & Instruction Supervisor, ckerns@pentacc.org
Nicole Costello, Small Animal Care Instructor, ncostello@pentacc.org
Jeff Miller, Heating & Air Conditioning Technology Instructor, jmiller@pentacc.org
Jennifer Rigali, Small Animal Care Instructor, jrigali@pentacc.org
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Thank you for attending our session. Should you have any questions, need
assistance or would like to discuss some items, please feel free to contact any of us.

